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Physical properties of tissue are increasingly recognised as major regulatory cues affect-
ing cell behaviours, particularly cell migration. While these properties of the extracellular
matrix have been extensively discussed, the contribution from the cellular components
that make up the tissue are still poorly appreciated. In this mini-review, we will discuss
two major physical components: stiffness and topology with a stronger focus on cell–cell
interactions and how these can impact cell migration.

Introduction
When cells migrate inside a multicellular body, they make extensive contact with their surrounding
tissue. While biochemical signalling is important, physical forces and the mechanical properties of the
tissue also contribute critical regulatory cues to the migratory behaviours of cells.
Tissues are composed of two main components: the extracellular matrix (ECM) and the cells. The

ECM contains proteins, such as collagens and fibronectin, that provide structural support to the
tissue. The cellular component refers to the cells that make up that particular tissue. During migration,
a cell that enters into a tissue can encounter an array of physical cues, resulting in a response in its
migration strategy, which we will consider in more detail below. In this mini-review, we will summar-
ise some of the recent developments in understanding the effects of the physical environment on cell
migration by taking into consideration the cell–ECM and cell–cell interactions. There have been con-
siderable progress on the study of cell–matrix interaction, which has been reviewed elsewhere [1–4],
therefore this review will focus mainly on the topic of cell–cell interactions during migration. We will
draw on examples taken from a wide range of contexts in development, cancer biology and immun-
ology to recapitulate the generality of these ideas.

The extracellular matrix and cell migration
The ECM stiffness
Much of our initial understanding of the effect of ECM stiffness on cell migration comes from using
tuneable synthetic hydrogels such as polyacrylamide [5] or alginate gels [6]. By changing the concentra-
tions of these substrates or the degree of cross-linking, the stiffness can be varied, which revealed the
tendency of NIH3T3 fibroblasts [7] among other cell types [8,9], to preferentially migrate towards a
stiffer substratum. This phenomenon is known as durotaxis [10] and was later explained using the
molecular clutch model. In this model, there are five main components involved: the substratum, the
integrins, the adaptor proteins, the filamentous actin, and the myosin motors [3,4,11–13]. The model
begins with integrins binding to ECM ligands as well as connecting to the filamentous actin via adaptor
proteins such as talin (Figure 1). As myosin contractility pulls on actin, this strengthens integrins’ affin-
ity to its substrate (known as a catch-bond mechanism). The speed of this binding (also known as the
force loading rate) is faster on stiffer substrates, which allows for more integrins to cluster, resulting in
an increase in traction force generation, thus biasing the cells towards stiffer regions.
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Recent evidence refines this model by introducing the concept of optimal stiffness [12,14,15]. It is proposed
that when substrate stiffness is too high, the force loading rate occurs too rapidly, which causes an uncoordin-
ated engagement of the different components within the molecular clutch — a phenomenon known as fric-
tional slippage. This provides three conclusions: (1) cells may not always prefer stiffer substrates over softer
ones, (2) different cell types have a specific range of optimal stiffness, and (3) cells can move downstream of a
stiffness gradient to find their optimal stiffness, a phenomenon called negative durotaxis [16]. Further evidence
supporting this hypothesis comes from calculating the ratio between the stiffness of the substratum and the
independent stiffness of the cell. According to a new model that takes into account the ‘soft substrate effect’
[17] (a phenomenon that occurs when the substrate underneath the cell being measured deforms due to the
pressure of the cantilever), cells do not change their cortical stiffness based on the underlying substrate.
Therefore, cells can independently compute a window of stiffness where their actin cytoskeleton machinery is
able to break symmetry and become polarised for migration, even if it means going against a stiffness gradient.
Matrix stiffness has a profound effect on the migration of cancer cells. Many solid tumours are found to be

stiffer than the surrounding tissue, for example, ∼150 Pa in normal versus 4000 Pa in breast cancer [18]. The

Figure 1. The molecular clutch model of durotaxis.

Cells bias their migration towards the stiffer region due to having a higher force loading rate of integrins binding to the

substrate (kon > koff ) at the front, than at their rear (koff > kon). This allows more integrins to cluster at the leading front, hence

higher actin polymerisation. Thicker arrows denote a higher rate than thinner arrows.
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idea of optimal stiffness could potentially explain why cancer cells leave their stiff tumour environment to
invade the relatively softer normal surrounding tissue. Contrastingly, cancer cells can actively modify the stiff-
ness of this matrix [19,20]. The network of fibres can be locally bundled up at the cell’s anterior protrusions to
provide traction to pull the cell forward [21]. Laser ablating just the front of this pre-strained region halts cell
migration. In a stiff 3D matrix, cells have more elongated morphology compared with the more clustered
phenotype observed in the soft matrix [8,20,22], which perhaps reflects the migration-inducing property of stiff
matrices. In breast cancer, a stiff matrix triggers the production of the oncogenic actin-regulatory protein
MENA [23], which is known for participating in invadopodia formation capable of degrading the ECM and
prompting haptotaxis towards blood vessels for intravasation [24]. In pancreatic cancer, the enzyme creatine
kinase B (CKB) is gradually up-regulated with stiffening substrates in a YAP-dependent manner, which is
thought to provide the ATP needed for a faster actin turnover at the cell’s leading front [25]. This means sub-
strate stiffness controls how certain types of cancer can generate energy for proliferation and migration [26].
The link between mechanical cues and metabolism remains an exciting area for future exploration.
Substrate viscoelasticity is also another important factor in modulating cell migration. If a soft substrate has

a fast stress relaxation rate, meaning the deformation in the ECM remains even after the applied force has dis-
appeared (a property known as viscoelasticity), then cells can use WASP-mediated actin-rich protrusions to
wedge open a path to efficiently migrate through [27]. This behaviour has been observed in monocytes [27]
and fibrosarcoma cells [28] and is in parallel with observations in neutrophils [29] and dendritic cells [30]
where WASP-mediated actin puncta were used to counteract matrix compression.
However, in vitro studies fail to recapitulate the complexity in vivo. Manipulating matrix stiffness in vivo and

having the capability to verify such manipulation remain challenging tasks. Explant model systems, transparent
embryos as well as the use of second harmonic generation imaging can give us a proxy for these properties in a
more physiologically relevant context to bridge the gap between in vitro and in vivo.

The matrix topology
Inside an organism, cells are often embedded in a 3D space. Hence, its topology can directly affect the cell’s
behaviours. One such property is porosity. Porosity refers to how much free space is available within a matrix
and is defined by the ratio between the volume of the empty space over the volume of the total reservoir and is
often inversely correlated with density [31].
Generally speaking, smaller pore size impedes cell migration [32]. Human foreskin fibroblasts embedded in

rat tail collagen polymerised at 4°C, which coalesces into longer and thicker bundles with an overall less dense
network, migrate ∼2 times faster using the pressure-based migration mode, known as lobopodia, compared
with gels of the same stiffness that are polymerised at 37°C, which are less porous [33]. A similar observation
was made with macrophages where these cells exhibited a slower mesenchymal morphology when embedded in
a dense collagen matrix, however a switch to the faster ameboid migration in fibrillar collagen was observed
[34]. A more porous matrix also means more possible paths for a cell to move through. In the case of dendritic
cells, this pathfinding process proves to be a struggle for cells that have multiple filopodia, while cells with a
single filopodia move the fastest and the most directional [35–37].
However, it seems that in the case of collective migration, cells can migrate more efficiently in denser matrix

conditions. Cancer cells form tubular structures that mimic the vascular network in high-density collagen or
low-density collagen mixed with the crowding agent polyethylene glycol (PEG) [38–40]. Tumour spheroids form
more cell clusters that invade more readily into the higher-density collagen matrix. It is tempting to speculate
that in the denser matrix, collective migration would be more advantageous over single-cell migration since clus-
ters generate a higher deformation force, and thus can carve out a pathway for follower cells to move through.
For a single cell migrating through a matrix, the most rate-limiting step is fitting the nucleus — the stiffest

organelle — through the pore [41]. Multiple studies suggest that the nucleus itself is utilised as a kind of piston
to aid with the migration process [42,43]. In fibroblasts, when cells are exposed to a low porosity matrix, acto-
myosin contractility is triggered, which pulls on the actin cytoskeleton connecting to the nucleus via Nesprin-3
towards the front [43], effectively pressurises the cytoplasm and generates lobopodial protrusions (Figure 2A).
This leads to an influx of ions through opening channels such as TRPV4 and NHE-1, which increases the
osmotic pressure and draws in water at the cell-front. This expands the protrusion to widen the viscoelastic
matrix and allows the cell to pass through [44]. The increased contractility during constricted migration is due
to the complete unfolding of the nuclear envelope, which triggers Ca2+ ions release from the endoplasmic
reticulum or through Piezo1-mediated Ca2+ influx. This triggers the binding of calcium-dependent
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phospholipase 2 (cPLA2) to the stretched outer nuclear envelope, catalysing the synthesis of arachidonic acid
which activates actomyosin contraction [45,46]. This stiffens the cell cortex and thus resists the compression
from the dense matrix around it (Figure 2B). Calcium ions also suppress the activity of protein kinase A,

Figure 2. The nuclear piston and nuclear compression model allow cells to migrate through a low porous environment.

Under non-constricted conditions, the nucleus has natural folds. Upon squeezing through a narrow constriction: (A) The

nucleus is being pulled forwards by actomyosin contractility through Nesprin-3, which pressurises the front of the cell. This

opens up ion channels such as TRPV4 or NHE, allows ions to flux into the cells, increases the osmotic pressure and draws in

water. The influx of water causes the expansion of the front protrusion, which wedges open the matrix for the cell to pass

through. (B) The nuclear folds are stretched, leading to the release or influx of Ca2+ ions into the cytoplasm through ion

channels on the Endoplasmic Reticulum or on the plasma membrane. This triggers the binding of the cPLA2 enzyme to the

nuclear envelope to catalyse the synthesis of Arachidonic acid, which triggers cortical actomyosin contraction and stiffens the

cells to allow passing through narrow pores.
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which is a known activator of Rac1 [47]. This potentiates the elevation of Rho-ROCK signalling [48] and
allows cells to enter contraction-based instead of lamellipodia-based migration. This mode of migration can be
utilised for as long as the confinement site is not smaller than 10% of the nucleus’s cross-section diameter
before matrix protease-dependent migration is activated [41]. What controls nuclear folding is an intriguing
question that has not been explored but could potentially be used to control the threshold level for how sensi-
tive cells are to compression. It is also important to note that the mechanisms described above have only been
observed in vitro, while in vivo observations are still scarce [49] and thus more research is needed.

The cellular environment in guiding cell migration
Despite the intimate connection the cellular environment poses to cell migration, this aspect of tissue
mechanics remains poorly discussed. Studying the effects of cellular mechanics on neighbouring cell migration
is somewhat less common because it often requires a native tissue or an in vivo system. Gaining access to the
tissue of interest is not always possible, and even then, imaging these interactions as well as measuring the
mechanical properties of the native tissue can often be technically challenging. Despite these difficulties, recent
evidence from Xenopus, Drosophila and zebrafish embryos has suggested such effects of cellular mechanics
exist and can have major impacts on the migratory behaviour of neighbouring cells. In this section, we will
discuss the role of cellular stiffness and tissue architecture on cell migration.

Cellular stiffness
One of the most recent pieces of evidence of in vivo tissue stiffness sensing comes from the study of neural
crest migration in Xenopus embryos. Neural crest is a population of embryonic stem cells that delaminates
from the neural fold and migrates along the dorsoventral axis. This migratory behaviour has been likened to
cancer cell invasion during metastasis. During this process, the cell–cell adhesion molecule, E-cadherin, is
down-regulated, while N-cadherin is up-regulated. Neural crest cells also follow the gradient of the chemotactic
molecule SDF-1 (CXCL12) secreted by the neural placode in a chase-and-run mechanism [50], while avoiding
areas with inhibitory signals such as Versican [51] or Semaphorin 3A [52]. Inside an embryo, neural crest cells
migrate between two thin layers of fibronectin present on the surface of the mesoderm and placodal ectoderm
(Figure 3). Intriguingly, atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurement of this mesoderm shows a progressive
increase in the apparent stiffness from stage 13 to stage 20 embryos that correlates with the initiation of neural
crest migration [53]. When the mesodermal layer is artificially softened by overexpressing constitutively active
myosin phosphatase or by releasing the tissue tension through tissue ablation, this prevents the collective
migration of the neural crest. In contrast, when the mesoderm is stiffened up via the overexpression of the con-
stitutively active myosin light chain or by enhancing the tissue tension by pressing with the AFM cantilever,
this promotes the migration of the neural crest cells. Importantly, removing the fibronectin layer has no effect
on the measured stiffness, which suggests that the ECM does not have a significant mechanical contribution in
this case, apart from providing an adhesive substratum. Interestingly, in contrast with the global increase in
mesodermal stiffness over time, the stiffness of the placodes is not homogeneously distributed. Careful mea-
surements of the placode reveal a dorsoventral gradient of stiffness in the same direction as the SDF-1 gradient
[54]. It was proposed that the portion of the placode that is in contact with the neural crest is softened through
N-cadherin signalling by reducing cortical actin. Although a detailed mechanism was not extensively discussed,
it is not unreasonable to speculate that it follows previously described signalling pathways. For example, homo-
typic N-cadherin interaction recruits and activates RhoGTPase activating proteins (RhoGAP) like p190 [55] or
Gap21/23 [56] that inhibit RhoA. This results in the reduction in cortical contractility, therefore, reduces the
apparent stiffness of the placodal cells at the interface with the neural crest. It is interesting to note that conver-
gent extension which leads to the increase in mesodermal cell packing is the driving force behind mesodermal
stiffening. While the neural crest makes contact with both the placode and the mesoderm, the mechanism by
which the placode expresses the stiffness gradient remains an interesting question for future studies.
In another model of retinal ganglion cells, the neurons that are part of the optic system were shown to pref-

erentially bend towards softer tissue regions where fewer cells are packed together [57]. It was shown that the
increased in tissue stiffness is due to an increase in cell density, showing again that neurons are sensing the
mechanical property of the surrounding tissue and not from the ECM [58]. In vitro, it was shown that axons
are Piezo1-dependent mechanosensitive [57,58] and are longer on stiff polyacrylamide gels compared with
softer gels where they assume a more explorative morphology. This exploration behaviour was argued to be
important for the axon bundle to find the optic tectum in vivo. However, it is unclear whether this seemingly
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negative durotaxis is an active or a passive process. If this was a passive process, a possible explanation would
be that one side of the bundle grows faster and is more migratory compared with the other side due to the
exposure to a stiffer substrate, then the bundle would naturally curve towards the softer region. If the bending
was an active process, then we would expect to observe more active growth cones formed on the softer side.
However, testing these hypotheses would require a higher-resolution imaging modality, which could be technic-
ally difficult in vivo. Nevertheless, tissue mechanical properties by cellular components play an important regu-
latory role in cell migration.

Figure 3. The mechanism of durotaxis in vivo by neural crest.

Convergent extension causes mesodermal cells to pack together, increasing their cell density and therefore the tissue stiffness.

This initiates the migration of neural crest cells. Neural crest also follows a chemotactic gradient of SDF-1 secreted by the

placode. When the leading neural crest cells make contact with the placode through homotypic N-cadherin interactions, this

potentially recruits RhoGAPs, which deactivates RhoA, and therefore lowers down actomyosin contractility, causes the placode

to soften at the point of contact. This creates a stiffness gradient of the placode in the same direction as SDF-1, guiding the

neural crest migration forwards.
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Tissue architecture and topology
Similar to the ECM, the architecture of tissue can have a profound impact on cell migration. In vitro, synthetic
substrates with altered topology have been extensively used. Recent studies show that on a wavy substrate, cells nat-
urally fall into the troughs or negative curvatures through a mechanism termed curvotaxis [59,60]. Positive curva-
tures or convex structures were shown to bend and compress the nucleus, likely in coordination with stress fibres
that straddle on top. Through a mechanism that is likely to be similar to what we described in the previous section
[45,46], this nuclear compression triggers myosin contractility, which pushes the nucleus down into the trough.
When these curvatures are small enough, cells can use them to migrate even in the absence of any focal

adhesions. When talin-knockout T-cells are placed in a smooth microchannel, they fail to migrate. However,
when these same cells are placed in a serrated channel that contains repeated wavy patterns, they become
mobile, albeit still slower than wild-type cells [61]. The bigger the serration, the less effective the microchannel
becomes in rescuing the migration ability of the talin-knockout cells, suggesting that cells have a certain degree
of resolution for substrate topology that they can feel. This mode of repetitive texture-dependent is sometimes
referred to as rachetaxis [62] and seems to be the most relevant to cells that use bleb-based migration. The
current proposal is that actin flowing from the front to the rear of a cell encounters resistance from the serra-
tion, which generates a countering force propelling the cell forwards. One point to note is that the tested ser-
rated patterns were symmetrical on both sides and high in stiffness, while native tissues are often heterogenous
and a lot softer. Hence, it remains to be seen whether rachetaxis is relevant in vivo.
A related mode of migration that is potentially more physiologically probable is frictiotaxis. As the name

suggests, this migration mode relies on non-specific friction interactions between the migrating cell and its sur-
rounding. Non-adherent Walker cells that do not naturally form focal adhesions and cannot migrate effectively
on a flat 2D substrate migrate efficiently in microchannels coated with bovine serum albumin to have increased
friction [63]. The same cells fail to migrate when this coating is replaced with Pluronic F127, which is known
for reducing friction. Interestingly, a recent preprint suggests that by simply increasing the friction gradient,
cells can be directed towards a higher friction region [64]. The proposed mechanism is that the retrograde flow
of actin is resisted by the architectural interactions between random transmembrane proteins and the minuscule
irregularity on the substrate wall combined with rear-end myosin contractility, which creates a propelling force
driving cells forward. It is somewhat analogous to rachetaxis but instead of the cell-scale architectural topology,
friction can happen at the molecular scale. It remains to be seen whether frictiotaxis occurs in vivo.
In Drosophila embryos, ectodermal tissue architecture affects macrophage invasion into the germband. The

ectodermal cell that blocks the entrant gate to the germband needs to be physically moved away to let the first
macrophage through (Figure 4A). Tissue necrosis factor (TNF) Eiger secreted by the surrounding cells triggers
a dephosphorylation of the myosin light chain in the ectodermal cell, resulting in the loss of cortical tension
and loosening of the blockage, which allows the macrophages to squeeze through [65]. The macrophages also
respond to being squeezed by up-regulating the transcription factor Dfos, which leads to Rho1 and the formin
Dia activation [66]. This leads to a global increase in cortical actin polymerisation within the body of the
macrophage, possibly as a protection mechanism. In addition, upon rounding up during cell division, the
entrance-blocking ectodermal cell temporarily loses its integrin adhesions with the laminin layer covering the
mesoderm (Figure 4B), thus forms a physical opening for the macrophages to wedge in [67]. Interestingly, this
division does not seem to be triggered by the macrophages, therefore the factors underlying the timing of this
crucial division remains to be explored. The studies discussed in this section highlight the extensive physical
regulatory mechanisms that organisms employ to control cell migration. In the same model organism, within
the egg chamber, a cluster containing 2 polar cells surrounded by a few border cells migrates through a densely
packed tissue of nurse cells [68,69]. When the cell–cell adhesion molecule E-cadherin is knocked down in
border cells or nurse cells, this significantly reduces the directionality of the cell cluster. In contrast, when
E-cadherin is overexpressed in nurse cells, this slows down the migration of the cell cluster but does not affect
its directionality [70]. Through fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) microscopy, it was revealed that
the front of the cell cluster is constantly under tension. The homotypic E-cadherin interactions activate Rac1 at
a few front cells, promotes protrusion formation, and thus forms a positive feedback loop driving directional
migration of the cell cluster. Recent data also point to the role of the nucleus in the leader cell to act as a
wedge to assist the migration [71], analogous to the nuclear piston model described previously.
During the early development of zebrafish embryos, the prechordal plate migrates to the animal pole, while

the outer neurectoderm migrates in the opposite direction towards the vegetal pole [72]. Cell tracking reveals a
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characteristic vortex-liked movement of the neurectoderm in normal embryos, while the mutants that lack the
endogenous mesoderm or have defective mesoderm movement, this vortex pattern is lost. It was then revealed
that the physical interactions of E-cadherin between the prechordal plate and the neurectoderm are the source
that gives rise to this pattern. Shearing beads coated with E-cadherin on top of a layer of ectoderm explant
reproduces this vortex pattern. This phenomenon was argued to be due to the friction between the two tissue
layers. However, it is interesting to note that friction-based migration occurs due to non-specific interactions of
transmembrane proteins. The fact that only specifically depleting E-cadherin or the use of E-cadherin coated
beads had an effect argues against the friction-based hypothesis but rather a more specific cell–cell interaction
must be required. An interesting question is whether the overexpression of a random transmembrane protein
could also rescue the vortex pattern. Another example for cell–cell interactions comes from the zebrafish poster-
ior lateral line primordium as 3D imaging identifies a cell subpopulation that lies on top of the cluster that
makes extensive contact with the overlying skin tissue [73]. These so-called superficial cells extend
lamellipodial-liked protrusions and seemingly use the basal side of the skin as a substrate to assist with the

Figure 4. Guiding macrophage migration in vivo by tissue mechanics.

Macrophages invade the germ band through an opening between the layers of the ectoderm and the mesoderm. (A) TNF

secreted by the surrounding cells binds to the TNF receptor (TNFR) on the ectodermal cell. This leads to the

dephosphorylation of myosin, therefore lowers down cortical actomyosin contraction and softening the cell. As the first

macrophage is squeezed between the ectoderm and the mesoderm, it up-regulates the transcription factor cFos, which

up-regulates mRNA of actin cross-linking proteins, which then activates RhoA and Dia to increase cortical actin polymerisation

and contraction. This stiffens up the macrophage and allows it to squeeze in between the two layers of tissue. (B) The

ectodermal cell at the entry point adheres to the Laminin covering on top of the mesoderm layer through integrins. When this

cell enters cell division, it rounds up and temporarily detaches from the Laminin. This creates an opening for the macrophage

to wedge in.
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migration of the entire lateral line cluster. Importantly, removing the skin completely abrogated this migration
while an increase in the cluster’s height was observed. This suggests that the skin tissue itself provides a type of
compression along with being a substrate for the lateral line. In vitro compression has been repeatedly shown
to induce blebs in different cell types [74], so whether the skin compression seen in the case actively induces
the observed protrusions remains to be elucidated (Table 1).

Outlooks
Studies of biological systems have been heavily focused on its biochemical aspect since its conception. But
recent developments in the field have argued for the significant role of physics in dictating many biological
phenomena. By drawing from widely different contexts and model systems, we hope we have demonstrated the
importance of mechanical properties and physical interactions between cells and their tissue environment. This
knowledge not only helps us gain a better understanding of how cell migration is regulated but also how we
can expand our toolbox in devising strategies for when things go wrong.
We also hope that we have brought more attention to the rather lesser-discussed cellular mechanics as one

of the important influencing factors. Unlike the ECM, cells are alive and are responsive to stimulations. They
are active matters. Hence, any external mechanical impulses can be met with an adaptive response. This argu-
ably can have a more diverse and complex outcome that we hope future research will be able to address.
Apart from stiffness and architecture, there are also many other physical factors that we have not discussed

in this review, such as hydrostatic pressure [75–77], tissue jamming and unjamming [78], and matrix alignment
[79] to name a few. While it is useful to understand each factor independently, it is essential to recognise that
the observed migration behaviour of a cell in tissue may likely be a result of a combination of different proper-
ties, and that cells may use the same mechanism to adapt to different physical stimuli. Future studies should
try to address how each factor influences each other and how much each of them influences a cell, particularly
in an in vivo context.

Perspectives
• Understanding how physical factors regulate cell migration opens doors to better understand-

ing of many biological phenomena and therapeutic implications when these processes go
wrong.

Table 1 Different modes of tissue architecture and topology on cell migration

Mode Model system Effects

Curvotaxis Cell lines (Mesenchymal stem
cells, fibroblasts, MDCK)

• Cells prefer concave over convex surface

Rachetaxis T-cells • Cellular-scale serration rescues T-cell migration

Frictiotaxis Walker cells • Molecular-scale non-specific friction drives forward migration
• Cells move towards higher friction area

Cell–cell
interaction

Drosophila melanogaster
embryos

• Ectodermal cells create physical obstructions for macrophage
migration

• Polar-border cell cluster uses E-cadherin interactions with nurse
cells to drive forward migration

Zebrafish embryos • Prechordal plate interacts with the neuroectoderm layer in
opposite direction through E-cadherins

Zebrafish posterior lateral line
primordium

• Superficial cells of the posterior lateral line primordium use
lamellipodia to interact with the overlying skin tissue to drive
cluster migration
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• Much of the current work in mechanobiology has been focusing on the physical properties of
the ECM, while physical interactions between migrating cells and their surrounding tissue are
lesser explored.

• To gain a complete understanding of how tissue regulates cell migration, future studies should
intercalate the properties of both the ECM and cellular components.
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